Non-profit
Solution
Powerful tools to Source, Engage and Retain
your workforce while managing labor costs,
funding allocations and compliance across
your dispersed workforce.

Employee movement — such as those caused by
community or member need, new program funding and
seasonality — can have an impact on daily operations,
and can ultimately have a significant impact on bottom
line making it more difficult to achieve your mission.

Key Benefits
TRACK EMPLOYEE TIME AND ALLOCATE LABOR COSTS
by program, grant, location, and task for centralized metrics,
budget control and automated allocation to GL

SyncHR was designed for organizations looking to
optimize their critical human capital with an easy to use
platform for employees, managers and administrators
to improve HR service delivery to all team members and
executives.

MANAGE YOUR DISPERSED WORKFORCE with Single
Sign On (SSO) support and easy access via mobile, kiosks,
timeclocks and PC devices for all FT, PT, Contract, Seasonal
and Temps

Control Costs & Manage Funding

SOURCE AND ENGAGE PREHIRES, NEW HIRES AND
TENURED EMPLOYEES with text messaging and text-toapply functionality.

Managing cost can be especially challenging with
disparate systems and processes, especially as your
employees work in multiple jobs across locations and/or
departments. SyncHR provides an easy way to allocate
the right labor costs to the appropriate cost centers so
you will know where your budget dollars are being spent
with our innovative centralized platform and easy drag&-drop report builder.
Subject to Effort Reporting requirements? No problem!
SyncHR has you covered. Easily verify cost and time
allocations to specific projects over any period of time
needed.

MITIGATE COMPLIANCE RISK & MAXIMIZE TAX CREDITS
with integrated Background Checks, Licenses, Certifications,
WOTC, EEO, VETS, FMLA, I-9, e-verify and ACA automation.
EMPLOYEE SCHEDULING with integrated PTO management
enables employees, managers and administrators to align
staffing requirements with service demands while ensuring
the right people are put on the right jobs.
MANAGE VOLUNTEERS for complete staff metrics, planning
capability and organizational awareness. No more sidebar
spreadsheets!
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New Hire Onboarding, Orientation
and Ongoing Performance
Development
Grow your employees and your business with SyncHRs powerful
LMS, Performance and Coaching technology. Engaging
your employees is vital, so SyncHR enables you to give more
opportunities for development to your employees so they
engage more deeply and stay longer.
Successful managers retain their best people by engaging them
with ongoing conversations and providing meaningful feedback
throughout the year… Not just once in a quarterly or annual
review. Easily view the My Team Dashboard to see who you have
engaged with recently, and who might be feeling disconnected.
Managers and Employees share a 1:1 agenda so both can
add their own questions and items during the week. This
changes 1:1s from a walk-through of to-do’s to something more
collaborative and valuable.
Managers can be presented with questions to spark discussions
about career development, interests and areas for growth.
Recognition and achievements are easily recorded over time
for a simple representation of an employees goals, learning,
accomplishments.
Employees can drive their own self learning journey along with
employer directed training programs that are assignable by
role or job. Blended learning pathways support courses, onthe-job training, and live [instructor-led] trainings to yield truly
continuous learning.
SyncHR helps train your employees faster, and keep your best
employees longer!

Automated (3-Point) GL Allocation
SyncHR appreciates how critical it is to sync Payroll Data with
your GL for overall financial management --Our CEO is a former
CPA after all! Only SyncHR offers three levels of control to
automate GL allocations for unparalleled accuracy.

Complete Form I-9 & E-Verify
Compliance
Managing I-9s is a tedious process as personal identification
documents expire at different times. Ensuring that employees
are eligible to work is vital for businesses not only at the time of
hire, but also during an employee’s subsequent tenure. Without
alerts to indicate upcoming document expirations, enterprises
may neglect to complete the required re-verification process.
Imagine how difficult it would be to send timely reminders for
100-500 foreign workers before their visas expire at different
times! SyncHR has you covered.
Electronic providers of Form I-9 may not have the capacity
to digitally conduct the re-verification procedure. The reverification process is then forced outside of the system to
manual processes that put companies at risk of non-compliance.
SyncHR I-9 management program spans the entire employee
lifecycle, not just onboarding!
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SyncHR helps train
your employees faster,
and keep your best
employees longer!
According to the USCIS, when an employee ceases to work for an
enterprise, employee verification documents must be retained
for a period of one or three years, depending on the date of hire
and the date of termination. More specifically, records must
be preserved until the latter of two dates: three years from the
date of hire or one year from the date of termination. Many I9
systems don’t purge records, or purge based on only one of the
two criteria. Keeping records too late can lead to undo fines as
the audit scope is opened onto forms that should have (or could
have) been purged.
Are you a government contractor? Do you subscribte to E-Verify
processes? No Problem! SyncHR includes E-Verify processing
with the I-9 programming.

Leave Management
By removing manual tasks from the traditional leave management
process, the Leave Manager module ensures accurate data
and comprehensive visibility when tracking and managing
employee leave. Configurable workflows and notifications
streamline your internal leave request/approval processes. Also,
the configurable dashboard summary gives a consolidated, realtime view of all leave cases, while standard and ad hoc reports
provide the ability to see who is eligible for leave, and how

much time they are entitled to for any leave of absence category.
What’s more, managers can drill down into specific cases for
detailed information about an employee’s leave time, including
eligibility and historic leave requests.

On Demand Drag-&-Drop Report
Writer with People Analytics
200+ pre-built reports or build your own reports using our
pre-built templates. Once created, reports can be saved and
shared with approved viewers so your folks see the data they are
allowed to see.
With a few clicks, you can toggle change your report into
graphical displays and single-click export to ppt, Excel and pdf
for easy review with executives.

Position Management
Easily manage the budgeted headcount over time as people
come and go. Never again worry about whether you are
replacing someone who left a budgeted position, or if you are
adding to the previously approved staffing plan.
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